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One winter’s day in Southeast Alaska, as you walk or cross-

country ski along some clear, burbling
stream, you may be startled to hear a
bird singing. A bird singing in winter?
The song is beautiful—a series of highpitched, melodic chirps and trills that
seem to go on for a long time.
Soon you spot the source of the
sound: a slate gray bird slightly smaller
than robin, but with a short, stubby tail. It
is perched in midstream on a rock that’s
half encircled by ice, and it is bobbing up
and down like a small, wind-up toy.
When you approach, there is a whir
of feathers, and the bird catapults into
the air. Skimming just above the surface
of the water, it flies directly over the path
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of the stream, veering left and right like
a skier following a slalom course. Then
it is gone.
You’ve just enjoyed one of Southeast’s
rare winter treats—the sight and sound of
an American dipper. These plucky little
birds—once called “water ouzels”—are
Southeast’s only aquatic songbirds.
Dippers can plunge into a raging
stream, dive to the bottom, and emerge
with food as if they were pulling lunch
out of a washing machine agitating at full
tilt. They swim underwater by flapping
their partway-opened wings and kicking
their legs. With their sharp beaks they
poke and pry among rocks, ferreting
out aquatic insects, or snatching small
fish or eggs.

In cold weather
dippers fluff out
their feathers
to increase
insulation.
Dippers also
have a thick
layer of down
beneath their
outer feathers to
maintain body
heat.

(Above) Dippers
can see as well
underwater as in
air. They feed on
aquatic insects,
fish, and fish eggs.
(Below) We’ve seen
dippers swimming
beneath the ice on
frozen streams, but
we wonder—When
a dipper dives
under the ice, how
does it know there
will be a way out at
the other end?

Dippers are the only Southeast
“passerines”—perching birds or songbirds—specially adapted to survive in
an underwater environment. They have
nasal flaps that keep water from entering their nostrils during dives. They have
elongated toes with sharp claws for gripping rocks. They have a clear lens in the
“nictitating” membrane that covers their
eyes, so they can see as well underwater
as in the air.
Dippers have more feathers covering their heads, necks, and bodies than
songbirds of similar size, so they conserve

body heat when they’re immersed in
cold water. They waterproof this “outer
garment” by spreading oil on it from the
uropygial gland above their tail.
Other birds do this as well, but in
dippers the oil gland is 10 times larger
than in songbirds of similar size, so they
must do a lot of waterproofing! They
also have a thick layer of down beneath
their outer feathers, an excellent source
of insulation like that found in ducks and
other waterfowl.
Modified circulation also helps dippers function well underwater. To conserve oxygen during dives, they can
decrease the blood supply to non-vital
tissues and organs; and they have extra
red blood cells so they can store more
oxygen in their blood than most nondiving birds.
Some people believe they have seen
dippers walking upstream along the bottoms of fast-flowing streams grasping
rocks with their toes, but the birds probably do that only in shallow water. With
their tight, waterproof plumage, dippers
are actually very buoyant. When they’re
submerged they must “swim” with their
wings continuously or they’ll bob to the
surface.
Dippers can also feed outside the
water. Sometimes they leap above the
surface to capture insects in flycatcher
fashion, or fly low above the water, skimming insects from the surface or the air
above.

Hidden nests

Perhaps as exciting as seeing a dipper would be finding a dipper nest, but
that’s far from easy. You’d be looking
for a globe or dome about the size of a
volleyball, made of moss and close to a
fast-moving stream.
For protection from predators a nest
would likely be hidden and inaccessible.
It might be located under overhanging
rocks or roots, behind a waterfall where
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the birds have to fly through the water to
get to it, or perhaps under a bridge. The
nests are almost completely enclosed,
with only a small opening through which
the parent birds can enter and exit.
Juneau ecologist Mary Willson found
that dippers in the Juneau area were
successful in raising young more than
80 percent of the time. That rate is high
compared to the 30 to 50 percent success
typical of most small birds. Some dippers
even raised two broods in a summer.

The importance of salmon

Former U.S. Forest Service biologist
Kim Obermeyer and Willson studied dippers in 1998 and ’99. They tracked nesting
dippers on 10 streams around Juneau to
see if the availability of salmon eggs and
juvenile fish affected the birds’ reproductive success.
The biologists banded more than
100 dipper nestlings and weighed them,
sometimes several times throughout a
season, to compare individual growth
rates. They recorded what kinds of prey
adult dippers brought to the nests, and
how often they delivered it.
They also compared the nutritional
value of the three types of prey most
important to dippers: aquatic insects
such as caddisfly larvae and stoneflies,
chum and pink salmon eggs, and coho
salmon fry.
They found that salmon fry had a
higher content of protein, calcium, and
phosphorus than aquatic insects. Salmon
eggs, too, were more nutritious. One
coho fry, for example, supplies three
times as many calories as a single large
aquatic insect, and one chum salmon egg
has eight times the calories of one large
aquatic insect.
On three of the streams studied,
between 50 and 80 percent of the food
adult dippers brought their nestlings was
coho salmon fry.
During a less enlightened time, these
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findings might have branded dippers as
a threat to salmon populations, as bald
eagles and Dolly Varden were once
thought to be. But dippers probably
feed mostly on unburied eggs that won’t
survive; and most streams produce more
coho fry than the streams can support.
Dippers also feed on sculpins, one of the
major predators on salmon eggs. So it’s
unlikely that dippers have a detrimental
effect on healthy salmon populations.

When dippers feed
their chicks salmon
fry the chicks have
a better survival
rate.

Dipper nests are
often wet on their
outer surface. If
the moss they are
made of continues
growing, the
dippers raise their
young in a “living”
shelter. Inside, the
nests are lined
with soft grass and
leaves that keep the
nestlings dry.

Why do dippers “dip”?

Unlike most other
songbirds, dippers
sing their beautiful,
melodious song
year-round. Bill
closed and throat
inflated, this dipper
is singing loudly.

The behavior for which dippers are
named is still a biological mystery. No
one has been able to explain why the
birds make their unusual dipping motion,
bending their legs so their entire body
moves up and down.
Some birding experts have suggested
the movement up and down changes the
light angle so the birds can see into the
water, or that it’s a means of communicating amid the noise of flowing water.
Dippers tend to dip more rapidly
while courting, during territorial disputes,
or when they are alarmed; and young
birds practice dipping even while they’re
still in the nest. But dippers dip even
when they are alone, so perhaps it’s a
kind of fitness exercise, warming up the
muscles before the icy dive for a meal.

Whatever the reason, dippers are
considered good indicators of water quality in streams. They can live and feed
only where there is clear, running water,
unpolluted and capable of sustaining

substantial numbers of aquatic insects
and young fish. That’s one more reminder of the importance of protecting our fisheries and the waters and
forests that nurture them.

Bob’s Recollections
One summer I gained the confidence of a dipper
family near Suicide Falls along Thane Road near
Juneau. For four days, for three to four hours a day,
I sat on a rock in the middle of a rushing stream.
Eventually, the youngsters would crawl around over
my feet, and the adults fed them right in front of me.
It was a wonderful experience.The youngsters were
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totally capable of eating on their own, but as soon as
an adult came, they would jump up on a rock and beg
to be fed.
These two photos were taken at that time.

